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What flies will you be tying and what size. What is your opening date
how many per student.
ex.
night 1= demonstrating common practices
night 2= tying size 6 wooly bugger (3 per student)
night 3= tying size 14 Hares ear
night 4= tying size 16 BWo
I think if you could lay it out this way we can break up what materials you will need and get them shipped to you.
I think some guys could go through Allen and get hooks shipped to your address reasonably. Allen is great for
helping out these types of things but our members can easily ship you 2 packs of hooks for under 5.00. I believe
there is free shipping on hooks so if you give a ship too address we each can cover maybe 1 or 2 packs of
hooks a piece for under 5.00 and get them shipped to you. Very quick and painless process. I think the hooks
and possible beads would be very easy to get to you guys quickly.
Some of us are set up with hairline for wholesale. I can put an email in to see if we are allowed to purchase
materials and ship to you guys. Shipping from Oregon can get expensive but you will save a ton of money on
material. I may be able to collect some donation money from this site and place an order to ship out. IF
HAIRLINE ALLOWS THIS. I have a seperat account set up for my fly business and can easily put funds in this
and add this into a spreadsheet so that everone can see exactly where there money has went. This can get
tricky but you can get a grade A hairs mask for really cheap. It may take a while to get these materials to you as
well.

You may be able to get ahold of them yourself and lay out your plan and see what they can do for you.
I can tie flies and ship them to you but i think your approach is to have the students tie their own flies and catch
trout on them.
I am eager to help with this just need to figure out what direction to go. Good Luck!

